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The Olive Press responds to the need for a proper hard-hitting medium to
represent and serve the huge expatriate community in Spain.
An alternative to the bland, one-dimensional news coverage that came before,
The Olive Press supplies the latest news, as
well as cultural matters and artistic events.
“Spain’s best
Launched in November 2006, it is Spain’s
English daily news only newspaper written by real investigative
journalists, professional food, travel and art
website”
writers and with contributions from many of
Spain’s top foreign writers.
- the Rough Guide
Growing from strength to strength, the
fortnightly paper’s distribution is around
60,000 copies per issue and the paper
has expanded geographically, covering all of Andalucia, Costa Blanca, Gibraltar
and Mallorca, plus receives over 40,000 visitors a day to its website www.
theolivepress.es and gets around 1.7 to 1.9 MILLION pages viewed a month.
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WHERE NEXT? The Olive Press online
(www.theolivepress.es) has
headed into the UK’s Top 500 websites
in the month we passed TWO million and the Top 1,000 in Spain...
pages viewed in just four weeks...

Homing in!

Agent denounced after taking
€300,000 into her personal
account for property purchase

And this is why:
1. Up to the minute news from
around
the Iberian
Peninsula

A GERMAN couple have denounced
an expat
estate agent for failing to return €289,000
EXCLUSIVE
for
a four-bed apartment on the Costa
By Jacque Talbot
del Sol.
In a denuncia, seen by the Olive Press,
However, on the day they were due
to sign for
ple claim the money was ‘kept’ after the cou- the
to the private account of the agentit was sent sale property in May they were told that the
mysteriously could not go through.
Pandora
Homes, in Sotogrande.
“We didn’t find out until we were actually
In the shocking claim filed with
Estepona notary, when we were told at the
cheques
couple, from Berlin, believe she is police, the could
now
ting her company and intends to leave shut- name not be issued,” said Hans, whose sur- DEMAND: On Dijkman to return
we are protecting for legal reasons.
Spain,
funds for Casares delvopment
‘predictably to Dubai’.
“We waited for two hours to discover
(top)
the mon- can to claim
And former staff of the company ey had
their money back."
closed at least one office and laid which has The not arrived.”
When our reporters visited its two
couple - who have now flown to
off various
offices in
employees this month - believe there
en times from Berlin to resolve the Spain sev- Sotogrande Port and the nearby Paniagua cenmay
be
issue - say tre, this week
many more such cases.
Dijkman has been continually evasive.
they found that both offices were
The Olive Press has discovered that
closed at 5pm and all computers and
They
furniture
pany’s owners Nadine Dijkman and the com- es as claim she has come up with many excus- had been removed
to why she could not make meetings
husband
from one.
Eddy have previously been involved
or More alarming were
in a send back the money she owes.
the words of various formurky case in Alicante… and were
mer employees, who insist that there
named in a "When we first spoke to her about buying,
may
be
separate television investigation back
in their was so nice and friendly," explained Hans. she many more cases, perhaps running into the
native Holland in 2012.
dozens.
"We were so excited about buying
the
Their most recent dispute centres
around the ment - but now feel utterly hopeless." apart- “We took between 20 to 25 deposits from
purchase of a swish
The couple’s lawyer, homebuyers alone,” said one key member of
property in Casares
based in Marbella, ex- staff, who claims to be owed €40,000 for saladel Mar this year.
plained that Dijkman ry and commissions.
German
investors
was anything but clear “I can’t believe they would be so silly to do it
Hans and Jutta fell in
in
this
way,
take
money
into
their own bank
over the passing of the
love with the property
accounts,” he continued.
deal.
and sent €328,000
"Worse, she got the They certainly showed off the trappings of
(including a deposmoney sent to her per- their success, driving Mercedes and Audi cars,
it since returned) to
sonal account, not a buying property in Dubai and eating out in exPandora’s account, in
company one,” he said. pensive restaurants.
February and March,
He continued: “There They even took a tour around an expensive
which it later emerged
are various discrepan- yacht, named Livibel, this summer.
was Dijkman’s percies and my clients are
sonal account.
BRAZEN: Dijkman views yacht
Continues on Page 2
doing everything they

2. Incisive,
in-depth
features
on culture,
travel and
politics
3. Trustworthy reporting from
our dozen fully-qualified NCTJ
journalists
4. Exclusive content and
colourful columnists from
around the country
5. Links from dozens of the
world’s top news sites and TV
channels
OH, AND coverage 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year
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Content that goes into making The Olive Press unique...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusive investigations and reporting on
both a regional and national level.
“Best expat paper
In-depth features from our network of
in Spain, second in
correspondents.
Regular campaigns on issues including
the world”
the environment, nature and animals.
Resources for learning Spanish and
- TESCA AWARDS, LONDON
integrating into the culture in La Cultura.
Regular food and drink articles with
recipes and restaurant reviews.
Business profile section, expert legal, financial
and property advice columns.
Dedicated travel, sport and property sections.
The ALL ABOUT series spotlighting various towns and areas around the
region.
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How this remarkable
PLASTIC FANTASTIC:
See page IV
architectural prize,

could win Spain

important

www.theolivepress.es

WOAH:
Emerging from
the rock, this
stunning home
in Valencia
is trademark
Fran Silvestre,
a Spanish
architect who
is continuing
to make his
mark in the
architectural
world.
See Fran-tastic
page XVI

ROCK STEADY

FREE
INSIDE

data suggests that the
‘at the very least, the year.’
However, he added
to grow last
years,
property continued buyers meanwhile was up 6.1% in
home
of
for two consecutive to grow Spanish
Mortgage lending to loans, according to the Association
grown for Prices rise
continue
price in Spain has
January to 19,390 new
HE average property for the first time in a decade.
while mortgage values
a value of €135,616,
Spanish Notaries.
two consecutive years house price rose from between
made in January had
for
The average new loanin a year. As long as mortgage lending for
The national average to various sources.
Islands.
done
the recovery began,
0.9%
to increase, as it has grow.
3.9% to 8.4%, accordingand on the islands, where most Balearichave been rising most years since and nowhere near an increase of
acquisitions continues
“Prices
coasts
is set to
boom years,
Spanish property market
Along the Mediterranean price hike has been 4.06%, according but nothing like they did in the lost in the bust,” explained re- residential
the last few years, the
the ground
foreigners buy, the average
enough to claw back
property appraisal company.
Spanish Property Insight.
up for the big drops spected analyst Mark Stucklin, of
to Tinsa, Spain’s leading
mostly not yet made
the
But the figures have year recession, with the exception of
during the long six

T

2019
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ON LAND
AND SEA
Government announce
major new harbour basin
development

THE Gibraltar Government has
announced a major new development in the Harbour area with the
creation of a £300 million reclamation project.
The Victoria Keys development,
situated inside the harbour basin
next to Coaling Island, aims to
create up to 60,000 metres of new

land.
The project will be undertaken by
entirely locally-based developers
and will be made up of
leisure, community, retail and
commercial space.
The Chief Minister Fabian Picardo
said: “This deal represents yet another great vote of confidence in

UK BASED

TRAVEL
INSURANCE
www.globelink.co.uk

Reliable private hire transfer
services for any occasion
• Luxury vehicles
• Door to door service
• Airport collections
• Weddings transport
• Sightseeing day trips
• Restaurant shuttles

96 626 5000
+44 (0) 1353 699082

Find out more at:
www.simply-shuttles.com
tel: 951 279 117
info@simply-shuttles.com

for Spanish
residents

space has a knock on effect on demand for residential accommodation.
Picardo said: “A larger site would
deliver the best future-proofed
project for our community.”
Spain has opposed land reclamations in the past on the grounds
that Gibraltar has no territorial
waters, making such projects illegal in Madrid’s eyes.
Spanish authorities have warned
London they could take legal action if similar construction projects infringed on Spanish ‘sovereign waters.’
Meanwhile, Picardo said it was essential the opportunities presented by the Victor Keys project were
‘exploited to the fullest.’

The Government has also said
the land will provide sustainable
growth on the western side of the
rock for the next 10 years.
A No.6 spokesperson said: “Together with the Coaling Island
site, the Victoria Keys development will complement the natural
growth of our modern city for decades to come.
“It will create significant recreational
areas for the community and provide
public access along
new stretches of our
harbour and marinas.”
Lettings | Sales
This continued reRelocations
|
quest for commercial
Investments

By Timothy McNulty

our tiger-like economy, and the
timing could not be any better.
“It is with a huge sense of pride
that we are able to announce yet
another multi-million pound project at this important juncture.”

TM

Commercial and Residential

Tel: +350 200 44955
enquiries@seekerspropertygibraltar.com
TM

10 Engineer Lane,
Gibraltar GX11 1AA

834 282
Tel: 952 147
123
902

902 123 282
See page 24

www.seekerspropertygibraltar.com
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WITH 30,000 OF HIS VICTIM
SPAIN DIGS UP DICTATOR BURIED

Franco exhumed
from his Valley of
the Fallen grave
after agonising
44-year wait

DON’T MISS OUR
SOTOGRANDE
SUPPLEMENT ...
FREE INSIDE
A ll about

10TH ANNIVERSARY SUPPLEMENT

S otogrande

SPONSORED BY

Summer 2019

SHINE
ON

How are squatters
evading the banks?

Page 7

GREEN ENCLAVE: Sotogrande is surrounded

FAMOUS FACES:
Hoddle, Rutherford, Fergie, Jordan and Knowles
by verdant hills, a string of golf courses

Carrying its spectacular
beauty and exclusive seclusion
with a carefree air, this haunt
of global A-listers holds much
to be valued, discovers Tim
McNulty and Maya Eashwaran

and quiet beaches, while the port

E

area (below) is full of upscale restaurants
and sailing yachts
TCHED carefully into the Rutherford
crown of Spain’s south- Knowles, or the BBC’s Nick in the port of Sotogrande.
who all have homes “It’s so cosmopolitan
ern coast, Sotogrande is in the
and with
resort.
a low crime rate - if any at all.
a gem that shows no sign And then
there are the footbalof losing its glimmer.
Continues on page 22
The country’s largest pri- lers, including Glenn Hoddle
vately-owned residential ‘su- and Glen Johnson, who have
per-state’ has long been the bought homes in Sotogrande.
first port of call for the cream of Internationally renowned for its
polo, golf and sailing, as well
European high society.
The radiance of this million- as a burgeoning gastronomic
aire’s playground lies in its scene, this ‘mini Monaco’ of
low-density living, stunning high net worth residents has all
beaches and mountain back- the hallmarks of what is often
drops, plus its amazing marina considered the top private resort in Europe.
and golf courses.
Its privileged views of the Rock Different from other ‘celebrity’
TYRE CENTER
of Gibraltar and the Rif moun- resorts where talk of wealth
tains of Africa have been en- and fame is de rigueur, in SoCan you afford to
joyed by the likes of ex-UK PM togrande they like to keep such
wait 7 to 10 days?
Tony Blair, the British royal talk, appropriately, ‘sotto voce.’
family and countless European Mention the palpable sense of
tel: 956 794 657
celebrities, who don’t want to community, however, and you’ll
C/Sierra Bermeja s/n,
be spotted, unlike those who discover how that is the privileged enclave’s true treasure.
Pueblo Nuevo de Guadiaro
venture to nearby Marbella.
But keep your eyes peeled and “Sotogrande is a very friendly
Opposite
you might spot Irish motor rac- place. You get all the different
Iceland
ing guru Eddie Jordan, former nationalities here and they all
Genesis keyboard player Mike just blend in,” estate agent BriA7 132 KM
an Nelson tells us at his office

DISCOUNT

out of the
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How we nailed a
corrupt Champagne
socialist MP Page 18

VROOM: Niko in Ferrari while
(inset centre) Conor McGregor

ly as possible by other means.”
The source added that Ranta-aho
first lived in Banus’s exclusive Gray
D’Albion building and drove a Lamborghini and Mercedes jeep, both of
which are now sold.

An incredible Spanish
Inquisition escape
story
Page 20

Bentley

“After that he's had numerous cars
such as a Bentley, Rolls, Ferrari and
the latest he used to drive before his
arrest was an AMG Mercedes with
British plates,” the source said.
Belorfia, who ran a blog on the costa, met Ranta-aho in
London before the pair
‘fell in love in Ibiza’.
The so-called ‘power
couple’ are now facing
10 years behind bars
while most details of
the case are being kept
extremely secret by
Finnish authorities.
One well placed estate
agent in Marbella described Ranta-aho as
‘always appearing so
calm and professional and always super
friendly.’

A WELL-KNOWN expat fashion
signer has been accused of receivingdeup
to €1million from an unlicensed Costa
Blanca financial advisory company.
Companies in Jody Smart’s name were
given the money by defunct Continental
Wealth Management (CWM) in the
two
years’ before its high-profile collapse
left hundreds of investors an estimated
€20million out of pocket, it can be
revealed.
A total of €999,435 was paid
to her fashion label Jody Bell
SL and property holding company Mercurio Conpro SL between 2015 and 2017, according to bank statements shown
to the Olive Press.
Brit Jody, 43, was also paid
a €144,000 salary - despite
telling a court that she ‘did not
know what it meant to be a
sole director of company’ and
was only involved in ‘marketing and PR’.
In a series of shocking declarations given to Denia’s
Court of Instruction No.3 it
has emerged that the company could ill afford to pay these

voice in
Spain
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t o

Voted
BEST

BACKING DOWN:

Carles

Confusion
reigns
SPAIN’S prime
accused Catalan minister has
leader Carles
Puigdemont of causing
‘confusion’ after signing
of independence. a declaration

Mariano Rajoy demanded
he
clarify if he had really
independence followingdeclared
day’s nail biting address Tuesto the
Catalan parliament.
If so, Rajoy insisted
trigger Article 155 he could
constitution to allow of Spain’s
Madrid to
take direct control
of Catalunya.
“There is an urgent
need to
put an end to the
Catalunya is goingsituation that
through - to
Continues on Page
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They’ve
been getting
stoned for
centuries.
Now UNESCO
is interested
in Mallorca
walls.
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NOTORIOUS: Disgraced
businesswoman Jody Smart
accused in financial scandal

SEE PAGE 10

Wealth
agement (CWM) Man- Many of them
folded transferred
had
last month obliterattheir priUntitled-1.pdf
vate
ing many
UK
1
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heartbroken
pensions
through15:36
Brits’ life savings.
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What do Fatboy Slim, director
Paul Haggis, John Travolta,
Dean Norris and Pilou Asbaek
have in common? They’ve
all had links to the

FREE

Balearics this week

Pension
peril

CATALUNYA’S beleaguered
leader has vowed to
fight on
from abroad.
It came after Carles
Puigdemont handed himself
in to
Belgian police when
pean arrest warrant a Eurowas issued.
He and four other politicians
are accused on charges
of rebellion, sedition, misuse
of
public funds, disobedience
and breach of trust.
A judge in Belgium now
EXCLUSIVE
up to two weeks to decidehas
By Joe Duggan
if
they will extradite the
group
to Spain.
BRITISH expats who
lost up
to €20 million in a failed
Fight
sion advisory firm believe pensignatures may have been their
tocopied onto investment phoGiven the whole extradition
documents.
process can take up
days, it means he mayto 60 Around 300 Brits, most
living
have in Spain,
to run his entire
are battling to retrieve
campaign for the election their funds after Alicante-based
European DemocraticCatalan firm Continental Wealth
ManParty agement
from Belgium.
(CWM) folded in September,
His party wants him
to fight Olive as first reported in the
for continued leadership
Press a month ago.
the regional parliament of Boss Darren Kirby left for
Austhe December 21 elections. in tralia following the closure
the company’s main Javea of
Puigdemont denied
he had
offices.
fled to Brussels to avoid
jusVictims,
tice but that he left
because Spain, who are spread across
the Spanish government
was lorca, as well as in Ibiza, Malpreparing a ‘wave of
Portugal, France and
sion and violence’ oppres- Turkey, fear illegal practices
against after
separatists.
being asked to sign blank
dealing instructions.
“I’m absolutely convinced
Their pension pots were
that the state was preparing
invested in high-risk then
a harsh wave of repression
which promised to pay assets
for which we would
out large
have all commissions.
been held responsible,”
he One 69-year-old
said yesterday.
pensioner
told the Olive Press
“The Spanish state
he lost
is com- €210,000
mitting a brutal repression…
after transferring
€470,000 despite stating
if we don’t battle repression
he
had a ‘low to medium
together, the Spanish
aversion BOSS: Kirby now in
state
to risk’ attitude to investment.
may win this fight.”
Australia
“I was asked, ‘Can you
In a show of support
sign this
blank
deposed president, to the
We will fill in the he said.
around details.’form.
“They should have been
200 Catalan pro-indepenUntitled-1.pdf
I did
that trusting they
looking
1
16/06/2017
15:36
out for me
would act in my best interests,”
dence mayors travelled
but they were
to
feathering their own nests.just
Brussels on Tuesday
To
to stage
a rally.

Expats who lost
millions rage at
‘unauthorised’
deals involving
‘worrying’
signing of
blank sheets

C

M

Y

CM

A PALMA thief is facing
months in jail for stealing18
a
CY
leg of ham.
Prosecutors are requesting
CMY
the lengthy term for
the eight kilogram leg taking
K
co Jotas' ¡ jamon fromof 'Cina shop
in the capital.
The Iberico ham is valued
at
€685, and has yet to be
recovered.

FIND OUT WHY INSIDE

me they knew what they
were
doing.”
rying’.
He added: “I believe
“This negates the very
the investments weresome of
essence
of the service they are meant
without my knowledge. made
to
offer,” said Flores. “It is
that is the case because I think
a blank
cheque to invest wherever,
recall signing sheets forI do not
whenever.
all the
investments I had.”
“If standard practice,
has gone down by half
An email, seen by the
this is
very worrying.
Press, shows CWM asking Olive need compensation to and I
get it
“Signing blank documents
a cli- back on
ent to sign and return
track.
a blank
would be seen
“But some people
dealing instruction.
as irregular in a
have lost everyAnother British expat,
court of law. The
thing and don’t
is trying to recover 55, who
around
problem
have enough to
€200,000, said some pensionwith
these firms is that
live on. One reers ‘have lost everything’.
they were all intired victim only
“My paper work that
PENSION vesting
has €50,000 left
in highly
has been altered, my riskI sent
level
OUTRAGE risky investments
from €480,000.”
was changed from ‘medium’
to
without the cliAndalucia-based
‘high’ and my dealing
instrucents knowing.”
lawyer Antonio
tions have been photocopied
He claimed that
Flores,
repeatedly for buying and
whose
selllosses sustained
firm
ing assets I didn’t authorise,”
Lawbird
by
are
he said.
investors
representwould hopefully
ing some CWM
“I still have some money
be
recoverable
victims, said signing blank
and I am still young enoughleft
as the investments that
to
vestment sheets was ‘very inget compensation, but
my fund
to perform, or went bust,failed
worwere
linked to life insurance
policies.
Pension trustees Momentum
and Trafalgar are now attempting to recoup CMW
clients’
losses.
SPECIALIZING IN:
The Olive Press has so
far been
unable to discover if CWM
CRIMINAL LAW
was
registered to provide
investment advice with Spain’s
CIVIL LAW
official financial regulator CNMV.
BANKING (FLOOR CLAUSE)
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whose boss
Darren Kir- It is
by has
believed
at
moved tonow allegedly 300 of
CWM’s least
Australia.
clients
One
Costa-del-Sol- pension have had 900
based expat
their
pots decitold the mated,
Olive Press
he sunk shocked with victims
£59,000
through cover the to later dis- to end up
CWM,
back
value of their ain on
had lostonly realising he investments
benefits.”in Brit£39,000
had plum- “I have
his pension
when meted dramatically.
praise for nothing but
trustees However,
sent a statement.
Tony Barnett
a source [Trafalgar
close to
“I couldn’t
the case
MD] and
sisted: ‘There
have lost believe it.
in- Stewart
are still mentum Davies [Mopounds,” thousands ofI many customers
chef
revealed
victim, asking
the are happy with who tive]. They haveexecumain anonymous.
to re- pension portfolio.’
been
their magnificent
ing to recoup in tryAndalu
“The adviser
cia-ba
people’s
ing me, ‘This kept tell- tax specialist
s e d money.”
is guaran- Brooks,
teed, it can’t
Angie The Olive
go below
pert on a leading ex- derstands Press uncertain level’.”
a eration
pension
it is highly
possible
His money,
schemes lib- may
legal action
others acrossand that of the founder
and
be taken
of Pension
Spain and Life, has
by some
parties against
France,
high-risk was put into a fight tonow launched
CWM,
help get
investor ‘professional tims’ money
vicback.
has been only’ assets, it She is working
claimed.
side pension
alongtrustees
Trafalgar
International
and Momentum
sions.
Pen- based out of
headquarters in Alicante,
“People
are terribly executives.
distressed,”
and its
based Brooks Granada- Both the office
in
told the and the
Olive Press.
website Javea
lost large “They have recently shut.
have
amounts
their retirement
of When the Olive
ings.”
Press
sav- spoke to boss
‘definitively’ Kirby he
She added:
these people “Some of responsibility denied
are going crash. “I
over the
world,” have lost my
A closehe said.
associate
Kirby’s told
of
the Olive
Press former
staff were
CWM
all ‘very
set’.
up“It is still
quite raw
for them,
working and they are
Roca 4, Palma
next,” he out what to do
said.
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SPAIN’S
prime minister
accused Catalan
has
leader Carles
Puigdemont
sion’ after of causing ‘confusigning a declaration
of independence.
Mariano
Rajoy demanded
clarify if he
he
had really
independence
declared
following
day’s nail
biting address TuesCatalan parliament.
to the
If so, Rajoy
trigger Articleinsisted he could
155 of Spain’s
constitution
take direct to allow Madrid to
“There is control of Catalunya.
put an end an urgent need to
Catalunya to the situation that
is going through
- to

life savings
CONFUSION
reigns over
should foot
through
who
failed
hotels hit the bill for Mallorca
by the collapse
investment
line Monarch.
of airBalearic
scheme
€10millionhotels are facing
lapse that bill over the col-a
EXCLUSIVE
repatriationsaw the emergency
By Joe Duggan
back to the of over 110,000
UK, many
Palma.
from HUNDREDS
Administrator
of BritKPMG
ish expats
Olive Press
‘the debt told the to retrieve are battling
Monarch
to hoteliers owed by sions
their penas an unsecured
will rank
after
claim’ against
£20 millionlosing up to
the defunct
in a failed
“They will airline.
pension
have to file
investment OFF
the joint administrators
scheme.
a claim to
TO OZ:
the money
Spanish-based
for all
and (above) Boss Kirby
they are owed,”
a spokesman.
cial advisory
team at
finansaid
“It has not
firm Con- March charity bash
tinental
been determined
(yet) how
agement Wealth Man(CWM) folded Many
available tomuch money will be
last month
of them
creditors.”
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Judge set to
take further
boss of suspect
steps after
to turn up at investment companyexpat
court
fails

set out
cious plans for
a power grab audaback
to take
control
from Valencia
and the other
autonomou
s
regions.
Leader Pablo
Casado
announced
his
commitment
to
strengthen the
central government’s
role in the run
to the national
up
elections in a fortnight.
He insisted that
prevent corruptionsuch a move would
and lead to a
in taxes.
drop
It comes as the
EXCLUSIVE
off the threat party attempts to see
By Joshua Parfitt
Voted
from an insurgent
Party, whose leader
REuse
expat
REduce
paper
has described Vox
autonomous parliaments
REcycle
in Spain
the
Voted
as the ‘can- THE beleaguered boss
cer of Spain’.
Govt in
expat
of a failed
wealth management
paper
exile
REuse
Under the plan,
in Spain
company which
REduce
REcycle
se resources forthe PP wants to increa- allegedly lost expats more
than €20
delegations and regional government million has ignored a summons
Confusion
reigns
to
transfer of power paralyse any further court.
Darren Kirby,
to the regions.
of Alicante-based
Continental
(CWM), failedWealth Management
Supremacy
court on March to turn up at Denia
Who’s
Casado insisted
paying us?
According to 26.
the move would
Spain being administered
Olive Press sources
see
he
‘more effec- was due to turn up, alongside
tively’.
business partners,
former
The election
hopeful stated
The case involves who did turn up.
party would carry
that
a trio of investors,
out a sweeping his who lost substantial
view of how
re- money
Should
amounts of
the regional authorities
Three Lions
when the company
pub
have
operate looking
legged it
2017.
folded in
at ‘efficiency and
ty.’
Three Lions
equi- Kirby
pub
allegedly fled
Spain’s quasi-federal
HOW WE TOLD
to Australia following the collapse,
political system
IT: Our 2017
of ‘autonomous
finally returreports
ning to Alicante
the constitution states’ was added to
England.”
last year.
“Darren has
in 1978. Prime
ter Pedro Sanchez,
The Olive Press
been sent
Minisexclusively revealed former member
the constitution, whose party drafted which he didn’t sign for, soa Burofax how CWM abruptly
of staff.
folded in 2017, “It was a prestigious
plan, insisting strongly opposed the will now have to pursue himthe court losing hundreds
place but one
ways,” a source
day they just
in other vings
of
‘tooth and nail’the PSOE would defend
said.
shut the door,”
in the process. expats’ life sa- said, asking
“A judge
the principal of
she
nal self-government.
not to be named.
The firm, which
regio- it’s under is dealing with this
Victims had
was based
and
legal
“We understand review,” he added. Marriott Hotel, in Denia, out of the asked to signraised fears about being
to ten’ telesales
had ‘eight
blank dealing
he is currently
instrucin ttered around staff and clients sca- tions and their pensions
vested in high-risk
being inNO SHOW:
Europe, revealed
Darren Kirby
assets which paid
a large commissions.
res. “It is a blank
One pensioner
cheque to invest
wherever, whenever.
ta Blanca told based on the Cos“It is very worrying
lost €210,000 the Olive Press he
as they were
investing clients’
€470,000 despiteafter transferring
risky investments money in highly
stating he had
low to medium
as well as dubious
a funds just
“I was asked, risk attitude.
because
gher commissions.”they paid the hiblank form. We ‘Can you sign this
He added that
will fill in
ls.’ I did that
losses sustained
trusting they the detai- investors should
by
in my best interests,”
would act
however, be
verable as the
he said.
“They should
investments thatrecohave been looking
led to
for me and they
out linked perform, or went bust, faiwere
to life insurance
their own nests.were just feathering
policies.
When the Olive
what they were To me they knew
Press finally
hold of Kirby
Lawyer Antoniodoing.”
in October 2017, got
denied all responsibility.
Flores, whose
he
Lawbird is representing
firm my
“I have lost
world,” he said.
of victims, said
a number
See pages 26-29
ment sheets wassigning blank investAre you a victim
“This negates ‘very worrying’.
or former staff
the very essence
member? Do
financial advisory
you
services,”said of the case? Contact know more about
Tel. (+34) 96 649
Flo- newsdesk@theolivepress.es
the Olive Press
18 29
at
info@hispaniahomes.es
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HE average
property price
two consecutive
years for thein Spain has grown for
The national
first
Prices rise
3.9% to 8.4%,average house price time in a decade.
rose from
Along the
for
according to
Mediterranean
various sources. between while mortgagetwo consecutive
most foreigners
coasts and
on the islands,
values continueyears,
However, he
cording to Tinsa,buy, the average price
where
added ‘at the
hike has been
to grow Spanish property
But the figures Spain’s leading property
very
4.06%, ac- Balearic Islands.
have mostly
continued to least, the data suggests
appraisal company.
Mortgage
during the
“Prices have
grow
that the
long six year not yet made up
January to lending to home buyers last year.’
for the big drops but nothing been rising most years
recession, with
19,390 new
meanwhile
the exception
Spanish Notaries.
enough to like they did in the boomsince the recovery
loans, according
was up 6.1%
of the respected
claw back
began, The
in
years,
to the Association
analyst Markthe ground lost in theand nowhere near an average new loan made
of
bust,”
increase
Stucklin, of
Spanish Propertyexplained residential of 0.9% in a year.in January had a value
of €135,616,
As long
Insight.
acquisitions
the last few
continues to as mortgage lending
years, the Spanish
increase,
for
property marketas it has done for
is set to grow.
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SPAIN’S PP party
has

paper

whose boss Darren
It is believed
Kir- 300
at
by has now allegedly
of CWM’s least
moved to Australia.
clients have had 900
their
One
Costa-del-Sol- pension
pots
decibased expat told
the mated, with victims
Olive Press he
sunk shocked to later dis- to end up back
£59,000
through cover the value of their ain on benefits.”in BritCWM, only realising
he investments had plum- “I have nothing but
had lost £39,000
praise for Tony
when meted dramatically.
his pension
Barnett
trustees However, a source [Trafalgar MD]
sent a statement.
and
close to the
Stewart
“I couldn’t believe
sisted: ‘There case in- mentum Davies [Moare still
chef execuhave lost thousandsit. I many customers
who tive]. They have
pounds,” revealed of are happy
with their magnificent in been
the pension
victim, asking
trying to recoup
main anonymous.to re- A n d a l uportfolio.’
people’s
c i a - b a s e d money.”
“The adviser
tax specialist
Angie The Olive Press uning me, ‘This iskept tell- Brooks,
guarana leading ex- derstands it is highly
teed, it can’t go
below a pert on pension lib- possible legal action
certain level’.”
eration schemes
and may be taken by some
His money,
the founder of
Pension parties against CWM,
others acrossand that of Life, has
now launched
and
France, was Spain
put into a fight to help get vichigh-risk ‘professional
tims’ money back.
investor only’ assets,
She
it side is working alonghas been claimed.
pension trustees
Trafalgar International
and Momentum
based out of headquarPen- ters
sions.
in Alicante, and
“People are
its
terribly executives.
distressed,”
Both the
based Brooks Granada- and the office in Javea
told the
website have
Olive Press. “They
recently shut.
have When
lost large amounts
of spoke the Olive Press
their retirement
to boss Kirby he
sav- ‘definitively’
ings.”
denied
She added:
responsibility over
of
these people “Some
are going crash. “I have lost the
my
world,” he said.
A close associate
of
Kirby’s told the
Olive
Press former
CWM
staff were all ‘very
upset’.
“It is still
raw
for them, andquite
they are
working out what
to do
next,” he said.
Ave de

three British claimants are seeking crimafter CWM’s September 2017 collapse
inal charges for aggravated fraud,
fake left him with just €22,000 from
accounting and belonging to a criminal
initial
huge sums ‘without falling into losses’.
investments of more than ₤800,000
Worse, it comes as it emerges that doz- organisation.
(approx €900,000).
ens of victims left destitute and penni- The complaints concern bungled house Davison was diagnosed
less by the Denia-based firm are suing transactions, unpaid loans and failed sion just weeks after the with depresSmart and her former partner Darren pension investments that lost the claim- turning to alcohol abusecollapse, before
and developants over €1million between them.
Kirby.
ing type-2 diabetes, according to a video
One
of
the
victims,
Mark Davison, trag- shot just before
In the first case to reach the courts,
his death.
ically died, aged 59, in July this
year His body, covered with lesions
sores, had lain undiscovered for upand
a week in the mid-summer heat at to
his
home in Sanet.
“Mark died as a result of what had been
In documents seen by the
Olive
done to him,” Timothy Benjamin, a
Press, CWM was paid €3,391,873
of
low claimant, told the Olive Press. felcommission for selling insurance
“By the end he didn’t want the daylight
bonds and investments by two
Cyto appear.”
prus-based financial firms, between
Benjamin, 67, likewise felt ‘ashamed’
October 2015 and September
after he lost his €250,000 private penA January 2019 statement 2017.
from
sion, reinvested by CWM into ‘risky’
Spain’s financial regulator revealed
investments, via QROPS.
insurance bonds were sold
in
In his official testimony he told
breach of the law.
the
court how he had transferred ₤325,000
What is certain is that this
(€375,000 approx) from a property
funded a ‘lavish lifestyle’ for money
sale to CWM on the basis the firm
players Kirby and Smart, whoits key
investing it in a villa in Monte Pego. was
in a relationship together from were
2011
But court papers revealed ₤200,000
to March 2017, according to
former
went directly to the bank account
staff members.
of
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Expats lose
millions in
life savings

EXCLUSIVE

CONFUSION reigns
through failed
should foot the bill over who
for Mallorca investment
hotels hit by the collapse
of airline Monarch.
scheme
Balearic hotels
are facing a
€10million bill over
EXCLUSIVE
the collapse that saw the
By Joe Duggan
emergency
repatriation of
back to the UK,over 110,000
many from HUNDREDS
Palma.
Administrator KPMG
ish expats are of Britbattling
Olive Press ‘the debt told the to retrieve
their penowed by sions
Monarch to hoteliers
after losing up
will rank
to
as an unsecured
£20 million in
claim’ against
a failed
the defunct airline.
pension
investment OFF TO OZ: Boss
“They will have to
Kirby
file a claim to scheme.
and (above) team
the joint administrators
at
for all Spanish-based finan- March
the money they are
charity bash
owed,” said cial advisory firm
a spokesman.
Continental

“It has not been
determined
(yet) how much money
available to creditors.” will be

expat
paper
in Spain
www.theolivepress.es

As Spain
celebrates
Hispania Day,
the Olive Press
runs a rule
over Columbus

Continues on Page 2

He added: “He seemed so successful so young, but everyone said it
was down to having a very wealthy
father.”
The pair were well connected in
Marbella and were often seen at
luxury clubs like Olivia Valere and
Nikki Beach.
Guardia Civil told the Olive Press
this week that the investigation into
Ranta-aho has been closed in Spain
and there are ‘no warrants for his
arrest’.
The investigation continues in Finland.
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businesses while trio of British
claimants battle
financial ruin, cancer and depression
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Petrol bombs and bullets,
Director of disgraced Costa Blanca
an Olive Press dispatch
wealth
management firm rakes in €1million
from Barcelona Page 6
for her

EXCLUSIVE
By Laurence Dollimore

Finnish Hells Angels and a police
officer have also been arrested as
part of the investigation.
Belorfia has frequently been in the
limelight and the Olive Press can
reveal she was one of 10 women
pictured returning to UFC
fighter Conor McGregor’s
hotel room in London after a night of partying in
2017.
The high profile Instagrammer - who has been
served a gag order by the
Finnish courts this week had spent all night partying with the Dubliner
at the legendary Cirque
le Soir nightclub.
A well placed source
told this paper last night:
“After Belorf won the
bikini fitness title she
attempted to establish
herself as a personal
trainer of some kind.
“However, it seems
that she was keen to
get money as quick-

See Page 23

TM

96 626 5000
+44 (0) 1353 699082

f o r

HIGH LIFE: (Left) Lambo and jeep, (middle) Guadalmina
mansion and (right) Sofia at Bikini-fitness championships

A MARBELLA-based expat who
partied with Conor McGregor has
been arrested as part of Finland’s
biggest EVER drugs probe.
Bikini-fitness model Sofia Belorfia,
29, was seized in Helsinki alongside
her well-connected boyfriend Niko
Ranta-aho this month.
The former Bikini-Fitness World
Champion (2015) stands accused
of money laundering, while
Ranta-aho, owner of upmarket
Teatro restaurant in Puerto
Banus, has been charged with
‘serious drug offences’ relating
to cocaine and steroids.
Ranta-aho, who also owns
ER Properties, remains
locked up in the Finnish
capital and has had €4
million worth of assets
frozen while Belorfia
has been released on
bail.
Lead investigator
Kaarlo Lehmus
has
described
the drug probe
as the ‘most extensive’ in the
country’s history.
The leader of the

tel: 966 46 38 45

The Olive Press joined
thousands of Spaniards
and Brits in last ditch
Brexit protest
See page 5
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Costa del Sol
‘power couple’
linked to Conor
McGregor cuffed
in one of Europe’s
‘biggest ever’ drugs
probe

By Jacque Talbot
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BIKINI BUST

cruelest dictators has
SPAIN is rejoicing as one of the world’s
shared with his Civil War
been exhumed from the grave he
victims.
in the country’s bloodiest
Finally the relatives of those killed
44 years after General
conflict have been offered some solace,
Franco’s death.
in Madrid’s Valley of the
The facist leader had been buried who died under his 36500,000
the
of
some
Fallen alongside
year regime.
Continues on Page 4
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How an innocent British MoD
worker was locked up for a YEAR
with killers...
FULL STORY P6
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WE
DIG
IT

HUNDREDS of thousands of Brits
living in Spain could sue the UK
in the event of a no-deal Brexit, a
leading Conservative MP has
claimed.
Alberto Costa,
Tory MP for
South Leicestershire,
said
the next prime
minister faces
‘an enormous,
unprecedented
amount’ of legal action if the rights
of EU citizens residing in Britain are
not protected within legislation before October 31.
But Costa also warned that British
expats living in Europe could be
unfairly penalised if the next leader
fails to secure their rights too.
Brits living abroad would have a
strong case to sue, Costa warned,
if they unfairly lose their rights to
pensions, healthcare and long-term
residency.
In a missive to Britain’s next PM,
sent before the deciding vote, Costa
wrote:
“No peacetime British government
has ever abrogated the rights enjoyed by over a million of its own
citizens overnight.
“As a former UK government lawyer
I can reasonably foresee an enormous, unprecedented amount of
litigation raised by British citizens.”
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The Paper
The Olive Press is the most popular English language publication in Spain and is free. The Rough
Guide votes it ‘the best for its investigative reporting, etc’ while we were also voted ‘best expat
paper in Spain’ and ‘second in the world’ at the TESCA awards in London.
With a team of nearly a dozen professionaly-trained journalists around Spain, we break stories on a
weekly basis and are regularly employed by the national newspapers and TV networks in the UK to
investigate stories in Spain and nearby Portugal.
The Olive Press consistently maintains a high ratio (around 50%/50%) of quality news items and
features to adverts compared to the majority of our competitors. As a result, any advertisement
stands out more in our publication.

FIVE separate editions
The Olive Press
now covers
five distinct
regions,
Andalucia,
Costa Blanca,
Murcia,
Mallorca and
Gibraltar

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951 273 575

Advertising
To share in The Olive Press success and increase
your business potential further, our sales team
are happy to answer any queries you may have.
Please contact us and see how we can help you.
Telephone: (0034) 951 273 575
or 691 831 399 or email
sales@theolivepress.es

The Market
Our readers are English-speakers in Spain, or who
have strong links, and want a quality read about
their region.
Our loyal readership is attracted to interesting
articles that cover everything from the Spanish legal
systems to tourism meaning that advertisers of all
markets benefit.
More than one million expats live in Andalucía and
Costa Blanca mostly from Britain, but also from
Germany, Scandinavia, Holland and America. The

amount of expendable wealth that our readers have
at their disposal continues to attract advertisers.
According to the NatWest Expat wealth ranking
survey, over 58% of British expats invest more money
abroad than they do at home, spending more on
shopping (+22%) food (+25%) and socialising (15%).
Most of our readers are well travelled and show a
keen interest in experiencing Spain, which makes the
Olive Press a prime advertising medium for travel
and tourism related businesses.

25%

58% of British
expats invest more
money abroad than
they do at home
22%

15%
15% of British
expats spend
more money
on Socialising
than they do
at home

22% of British
expats spend
more money
on shopping
than they do
at home

25% of British
expats spend
more money
on food than
they do at
home

Socialising 15%
Shopping 22%
Food 25%

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951 273 575
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See
the
light

GUIDE:
Roman
statue stands
guard at the
entrance to
Tarifa

For relief from the hot
and busy summer,
switch to the Costa de la
Luz (or Coast of Light).
It’s a complete breath
of fresh air, writes
Laurence Dollimore

19

July 4th - July 17th 2018

osta de la Luz
www.theolivepress.com

FLUORESCENT kites accentuate
blue skies, Caribbean-style beachesits bright
bring the
wow factor, while the stiff Atlantic
hopefully not sweep you off your breezes will
Welcome to Tarifa, the wind and feet.
kite surfers’
paradise that is unique in Andalucia
(and
pretty much Spain) for its hip,
vibe and deep layers of history. international
The star of the Costa de la Luz
Light - that stretches from here - or Coast of
to Cadiz (and
technically all the way through Huelva
to Portugal), Tarifa is unrivalled for its
kilometres of

July 4th - July 17th 2018

sweeping white sandy beaches, which
million miles away from its easterly seem a
Costa del
Sol neighbour.
It’s no surprise that those-in-the-know
from
around Spain flock to the hotspot
as soon as
the summer season begins.
But there’s more to this ancient Moorish
town
than surfing and beaches and its
old quarter
is truly a treat.
Entering via a medieval archway,
its cobbled
streets and whitewashed buildings
are
overlaid with a tangible north-African
vibe that

Photos by: Jon Clarke and Atlas Beach

All
about

could easily pass for Chefchaouen
or Essaouira.

Handbags and hippy scarves
doorways of fashion boutiqueshang in the
while the
trendy bars and quality restaurants
will engage you for hours.
Having everything a town could
want paired
with glorious beaches, it’s no wonder
Tarifa
has been constantly fought over.
Romans first settled near the town
(you can
Continues on Page 20

In the heart of the old city,
ready to steal your heart!

www.theolive
press.es
ll about

A 12-page Olive Press special supplement
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Sponsored by

January 30th - February 12th 2019

The Only Specialist Sixth Form College

January 30th - February 12th
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in Málaga

We look for students of diverse academic
levels who have the drive to discover
their
true potential. Founded by three teachers
with much UK & International School
teaching / education administration
experience, who have lived for almost
20 years
in Málaga, we are a selective private
school, teaching A-levels & PCE (selectividad)
subjects. Our A-level teachers are
highly committed and qualified with
degrees from
Oxford University, Trinity College Dublin
and Durham University and we enable
students
to gain access to university not just
in the UK, but also in Spain and the
rest of the world.
Our Subjects:
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, History, Geography, Politics,
Spanish
& Further Maths, alongside a choice
of six Spanish PCE subjects (selectividad).
This year we plan to add Business,
IT and Law
We are at: Calle Méndez Núñez 5,
1º D (junto a plaza Uncibay) Málaga
29008
Call us on: +34 952 22 02 75 Email
us at: info@phoenixcollegemalaga.co
m

2019

Is the chemistry
right?

Choosing the right
school can be a puzzle
of Einstein proportions
for parents. But problem
solved - we’ve done the
homework for you, writes
Laurence Dollimore

www.phoenixcollegemalaga.com

P

ENCIL cases to fill, textbooks to
buy, packed lunch menus to plan
weeks in advance… the first day of
school can be as big a deal for parents as it is for their kids.
For new students, those first
tentative steps across a schoolyard filled
strangers is one of life’s key rites with
of passage.
So making sure it’s the right school
test all parents want to pass with is a
flying
colours.
Whether it’s playschool, primary
school
or secondary school, parents in Andalucia and Gibraltar have as many choices
as back home in Holland, Sweden
or the
UK.
Of course, your selection will depend
on
certain key factors: distance from
home,
budget, academic standards, teaching
style and word-of-mouth recommendations, to name just a few.
So where do you start?
The first item on your checklist
be Public or Private – do you opt should
international college or a Spanishfor an
state
school?
It’s generally an easier decision to
make
for younger children, as primary schools
throughout Europe are more or less
comparable.
Around two thirds of expats send
children to local state schools – their
called
‘colegios’ (primary schools) and ‘institutos’ (secondary schools).
There are two serious advantages
to Spanish public schools.
One – children will learn Spanish
and should integrate well into their fast
new
home country.
Younger children, in general, thrive
in state schools with the under nines normally
picking up impressive spoken Spanish
(usually, far better than their parents)
thin a year, just by socialising with witheir
friends.
Two – state schooling is free of
charge
from the age of three, when children
can
Continues on Page 16

ROCKET SCIENCE:
For pupils at
Sotogrande school

Open Morning
on 18th February
10:00 - primary
12:00 - secondary

The Olive Press undertakes
special supplements on a
range of different topics
every
year,
including
education, health and skiing.
The paper also publishes
around a dozen pullout
supplements on a series of
the region’s most important
areas and towns, including
the Serrania de Ronda, the
Costa de la Luz and the
Axarquia.
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Jon Clarke (right) returns
for his 15th season in
southern Europe’s top
skiing resort

they’re shivering
WHILE it’s foggy in the Pyrenees and top of Spain’s
in the Alps, I’m taking the sun near the
second highest mountain.
Nevada still reIt’s early December and yet the Sierra are skiing in
mains warm during the day. Some people
t-shirts and everyone is looking tanned. apple and a
Even better, my elevenses of a croissant,
and that is at a
Coke come to less than €10 euros...
restaurant halfway up the slopes!
of kilome“Here we sell the weather, not the number
boss of EOE ski
tres,” explains Juan Luis Hernandez, up for years.”
school. “And the prices have hardly gone from the beaOn top of that you are just over an hourthe celebrated
ches of Almunecar and half an hour to
Alhambra. That is hard to beat.
Nevada though
What is certainly changing in the Sierra
is the dedication to move forward.
and this is
Believe me, I’ve been coming for 15 years...
special supplethe 10th anniversary of the Olive Press’
ment on the resort.
every year and
New kilometres of pistes are added
so heavily
this year - by amazing fortune - it snowedearlier than
in November, the resort opened a week
enjoying the Deexpected, with a record 40,000 skiers
Continues on next page

LIGHTING THE WAY: A new lighthouse

on the kids play park area and (main

pic) the slopes lit up at night

BASIC & STANDARD BEDROOMS
/ TERRACE WITH SOLARIUM, JACUZZI
AND HAMMAM / WI-FI / SPORTS
ACTIVITIES & TRIPS TO TANGER

FOR RESERVATIONS:
www.lajoyitadetarifa.es
TEL: 956 68 03 27
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Marbella

Sponsored by

May 23rd - June 5th 2018
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Photos by Jon Clarke

but some
Marbella may be an international brandeditor
things never change. Olive Press newsglitz to unearth
Laurence Dollimore digs beneath thedecades
the character he has known for two

T

HINK Marbella and a glamorous
jet-set lifestyle springs to mind.
The classiest hotels, the liveliest
nightclubs and the most fashionanyable and well-heeled clientele found
where in Andalucia and maybe Spain.(you
But peel back the ‘Marbs mask’ TV
know, all the Arab billionaires, reality
stars and ex-Premiership footballers)
and
and you’ll find its hidden character

A-LIST: Recent visitors include Michele

Obama, Robert de Niro and Hugh

Grant

FURNITURE &
INTERIOR DESIGNERS
----,
---- ---- -- ----- ----K- ---, -, C-------- C---Z----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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May 23rd - June 5th 2018

OUR STAR
IS RISINGagain
row of Puerto Banus sometimes known
as ‘hurricane alley’.
In other words, during my misspent youth
sprawled out on award-winning beaches
by day and crawling out of head-spinning
Marbars by night, I never got to know
bella’s deeper persona.
Over a decade later, no longer a callow
and shallow teenager, I am doubly lucky
at
to have been given a second chance
living here (albeit having to work hard),
Press.
history.
it. thanks to ‘the boss’ at the Olive
Before we go any further, I’ll admit a And while the temptations in this tourist
appreciatI was lucky enough to grow up with
Gua- honeypot remain, I am finally so much
holiday home here, up in the leafy
ing the culture, the history and
better.
dalmina hills.
and else that has changed for the
This pretty much meant sun, sea
sand on tap, along with many a late night
Continues on Page 18
second
infamous
staggering along the

Our supplement specials
cover...

28,
POLIGONO INDUSTRIAL ELVIRIA, NAVE
ELVIRIA/MARBELLA, 29604
TEL : 952 850 389 MOVÍL : 607 526 426
INFO@CASAYMAS.DE
WWW.CASAYMAS.DE
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Special interest
• Health and Fitness
• Education
• Golf
Specific locations
• Marbella
• Malaga
• Palma
• Sierra Nevada
• Costa de la Luz
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errania de Ronda
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Picture perfect
November 7th - November 20th

2018

Andalucia’s city in the mountains
is a hot ticket for world leaders and
their wives despite Hemingway’s
lukewarm words, writes Elisa
Menendez

‘

NICE promenades, good wine, excellent food and nothing to do…’
Thus Ernest Hemingway wrote off
the town where he spent numerous holidays drinking the local
wine and carousing at corridas, no
doubt disappointing many of Ronda’s proud residents with his puzzlingly
lacklustre review.

Most of today’s travellers - including
Britain’s last two prime ministers and
an American First Lady - would certainly disagree with him. Ronda has been
crowned Andalucia’s third most-visited
town and it’s not hard to see why.
The so-called ‘City of Dreams’ is a true
wanderlust gem and somewhat of a
celebrity hang-out.

This year alone, Theresa May, Anne
Hathaway, Ricky Gervais, Jodie Whittaker,
Gordon Ramsay, Kristin Scott Thomas
and Spain’s ex-premier Mariano Rajoy
have all allegedly visited the stunning
mountain town... so say locals in
the
know.

Obama

Picture by Jon Clarke

LA JOYITA DE TARIFA, C/ ASEDIO,

Michelle Obama also made headlines
when she visited in 2010, touring
the
old town and discovering the Moorish
dynasty with her daughter Sasha.
Celebrity chef Jean Christophe Novelli
went house hunting in the town after
falling in love with it in 2009.
With its spectacular high sierra setting,
leafy parks, cobbled lanes and atmospheric ventas it’s no wonder Ronda
has stolen the hearts of so many
travellers.
Over the centuries a slew of writers
have waxed lyrical about its timeless
character, stunning views and charming locals.
The German poet Rilke baptised it
the
‘City of Dreams’, Orson Welles took
a
shine to its bullfighting scene and

GRAND TOUR-ISTS: Painters tackle the gorge, while (inset) recent visitors
Anne Hathaway, Gordon
Ramsey, Jodie Whittaker
and Ricky Gervais

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951 273 575

Continues on Page 18

Live Music every Saturday Night
from now till February
See our Facebook page for more details

70+ different beers and
27 artesan burgers

10 Nov Karcsi & Jochen - 9pm
17 Nov Zoo - 9pm
24 Nov Blue Stompers Duo - 9pm

Bar Allioli

Plaza San Roque Estación Jimera De Líbar,

Jimera De Líbar, Andalucia, Spain

Tel: 606 692 753 / 671 501 054

A clever and well
travelled bunch
An incredible six out of ten Olive Press readers can speak
Spanish ‘sufficiently to communicate’.
After an in-depth poll of our readers, we also discovered that
over half of our readers earn more than 20,000 euros a year.
In good news for the tourism and restaurant sector, some
70 per cent of them eat out more than three times a month,
while four out of ten people travel out of Spain more than
three times a year.
Over 60 per cent of our readers check our website on a daily or
weekly basis
In the questionnaire undertaken by hundreds of participants,
we also discovered that some 80 per cent of our readers are
over 40.
In a fascinating mix of nationalities we found that six per cent

of our readers are from the USA and six per cent are from
Ireland.
Surprisingly four per cent were Dutch, while two per cent were
from France, and another two per cent were from Denmark
and Portugal.
The vast majority of course – around 70 per cent – come from
the UK.
Most importantly, over 70 per cent of our readers check The
Olive Press (www.theolivepress.es) website on a daily or
weekly basis.
And we expect this figure to rise to up to 80 per cent by the
end of next year.
The poll was conducted both in the paper and online. A total
of 1500 readers filled in questionnaires.

Social Media Reach
7,2K
22,000K
• Over half of our readers earn
more than 20,000 euros a year.
• Over 40% of our readers travel
out of Spain more than three
times a year.
•

The Olive Press is read all over the
world and ranked around 11,000th in
the top 10 billion global websites, by
Amazon’s Alexa.com. It comes about
700th position in Spain and 500th in the UK.
All issues of the paper are available
as downloadable PDFs opening up
advertisers to a worldwide audience.

Daily visitors

40,000+

72% of our readers are from the
UK.

• Almost 70% of our readers eat
out more than three times per
month.
• Over 60% of our readers
speak Spanish sufficiently to
communicate
• Over 70% of our readers check
the Olive Press website on a
daily or weekly basis

Monthly visits

1.4m

Monthly page
views

1.7m

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951 273 575

Online
Supporting the paper is the popular
website www.theolivepress.es, Spain’s
best news website in English, receiving
over 1.3million visits each month. A
fantastic way to get your business
noticed, the website receives over
40,000 visitors a day
The Olive Press is easy to read on all
electronic devices.
The newspaper is available on all
Android and Apple
mobile phones, tablets and other
devices – totally free!
Updated every fortnight it is
easy to flick through the pages,
zooming in and out on whatever
device you are using.
You can also now read and
interact with the Olive Press
through all major social media
platforms, including:
• Facebook
• Twitter
• IOS
• Android apps
We have over 6,800 legitimate
Twitter and 17,200 Facebook
(not paid for) followers unlike
some of our rivals.

Top ranking English
news site in Spain

Amazon’s Alexa ranking is the industry
standard site measurement tool

Our other sites
For environmental news we have www.greenguidespain.com,
which is a popular resource for expats and Spanish interested in
sustainability.
For travel, culture and entertainment, we have the highly popular
www.allaboutandalucia.com, which is updated daily.
For lovers of food and restaurants, www.diningsecretsofandalucia.com is an absolute must. Linked into the popular book, it has
hundreds of restaurants reviewed and a fully interactive comments
section.

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951 273 575

Price List

FULL PAGE

Junior page

1/2 PAGE Vertical

1/2 PAGE horizontal

(256mm W x 342mm H)
Andalucia - 1050 €
Costa Blanca N - 945 €
Costa Blanca S - 945 €
Gibraltar - 700 ₤
Mallorca - 700 €

(200mm W x 250mm H)
Andalucia - 800 €
Costa Blanca N - 675 €
Costa Blanca S - 675 €
Gibraltar - 550 ₤
Mallorca - 550 €

(126mm W x 341mm H)

Andalucia - 630 €
Costa Blanca - 565 €
Gibraltar - 420 ₤
Mallorca - 420 €

(256mm W x 170mm H)

Andalucia - 630 €
Costa Blanca - 565 €
Gibraltar - 420 ₤
Mallorca - 420 €

1/3 PAGE Vertical

1/3 PAGE horizontal

1/4 PAGE

double STRIP

(83mm W x 341mm H)

(256mm W x 105mm H)

(126mm W x 170mm H)

(256mm W x 90mm H)

Andalucia - 450 €
Costa Blanca - 400 €
Gibraltar - 300 ₤
Mallorca - 300 €

Andalucia - 450 €
Costa Blanca - 400 €
Gibraltar - 300 ₤
Mallorca - 300 €

Andalucia - 415 €
Costa Blanca - 375 €
Gibraltar - 275 ₤
Mallorca - 275 €

Andalucia - 400 €
Costa Blanca - 360 €
Gibraltar - 270 ₤
Mallorca - 270 €

1/6 PAGE

Strip

1/12 & 1/24 page

EARPIECES

Vertical (83mm W x 170mm H)
Horiz. (126mm W x 110mm H)

(256mm W x 45mm H)

(83mm x 84mm) (39mm x 84mm)

(39mm x 52mm) (83mm x 52mm)

Andalucia - 300 €
Costa Blanca - 270 €
Gibraltar - 200 ₤
Mallorca - 200 €

Lineage ads

87c per word, minimum of 10
First two words in bold
For an all bold entry add 25%

Andalucia - 270 €
Costa Blanca - 245 €
Gibraltar - 180 ₤
Mallorca - 180 €

Andalucia - 180 €
Costa Blanca - 160 €
Gibraltar - 120 ₤
Mallorca - 120 €

Andalucia - 100 €
Andalucia - 150 €
Costa Blanca - 90 € Costa Blanca - 135 €
Gibraltar - 70 ₤
Gibraltar - 100 ₤
Mallorca - 70 €
Mallorca - 100 €

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

Andalucia - 250 €
Costa Blanca - 225 €
Gibraltar - 150 ₤
Mallorca - 150 €

Single display box
39mm W x 50mm H

Double display box
79mm W x 50mm H

Triple display box
120mm W x 50mm H

49.00 euros

69.00 euros

89.00 euros

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951 273 575

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951 273 575
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More than just the news
J oi n t h e...

•

Original, incisive content about the Spanish
property market
Specialist opinion and comment articles each
month
Recent clients include Savills, Fine & Country,
Panorama, Winkworth, Chestertons, Engel &
Volgers and Taylor Wimpey
Exclusive advertorials compliment any
advertising campaign

March 2019
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Know
what this
is? It’s just
helped an
architect
win the
world’s
most
prestigious
prize

King of cool

Bofill’s works are all, or a

pre-Brexit referenRITISH buyers in Spain have beaten
new figures
dum records despite the doom and gloom,
have revealed.
from the EU,
Shrugging off the UK’s imminent departure
in 2018 to 10,178 - beatthe sale of homes to plucky Brits rose 12%
ing the 2016 record of 10,156.
in the quarters after the
While UK buyers declined significantly
28% in the last quarreferendum in June 2016, and by a massive
increase by double-digits
ter of 2016, they started recovering to

The Brits have not stopped investing
in Spanish property with a 12% rise
in purchases last year

foreign market has been
last year. It means the UK’s share of the
in the first quarter of 2017
steadily increasing from a low of 14%
to 17% at the end of 2018.
prior to the referendum
Although this is not yet back to the levels

FOREIGN
FIREBALL

Massive
growth in
buyers from abroad,
with the British
leading the way
despite Brexit fears

AN avalanche of foreign buyers is
setting Spain’s property Second up
market on fire!
come the French, who bought 4,211
properties (a Destination-wise, Valencia
drop of 5% on
A total of 53,359 homes were acquired
was the favourite province for inby foreigners in the homes, some last year) and the Germans, who bought 4,138 vestors, accounting
first half of 2018.
for a third of all foreign sales, with 15,613
2% less than last year.
sales.
When it comes
The massive figure dwarfs the 33,000
sales recorded in the nish - and mostto buying trends it turns out that the Irish, Da- It was the region
same period of 2007, when Spain’s property
with the highest year-on-year growth
interestingly, the Moroccans - are the
market was at its growing nationalities.
at
fastest 16.7%.
peak.
Andalucia came in second with 8.2%
Spicing up the market, Moroccans bought
And, no surprise, the British continue
of the foreign market
3,662
to
lead
properties,
the
way, accoun- growth of 29% on last
ting for a record 7,613 purchases, up
year, while the Danes were up by 18%a (9,737 sales), followed by Catalunya with 7,570 sales, unsurprisingly a 5.3% decline from the same
and the Irish 25%.
That’s according to the latest official 8.8% on 2017.
period last year, much to
do with current political tension.
ries showing that 14% of all foreign figures from Spain’s nota- Romanians meanwhile continue to be a strong
buyers were British.
market having The fifth highest destination
bought 3,872 homes.
was Madrid, where foreign market sales increased by 5.4% (4,911 purchases).

‘Spain’s most
interesting and
incisive property
publication’

Property
www.theolivepress.es

See Legacy
on page VI

STILL HOT

B

ANGELIC ARCHITECTURE: A Madrid
architect has won an award from
for his unique take on religion,
the RIBA
see page XXXIV

13

March 13th - March 26th 2019

Spanish maestro celebrated for
five decades in the business,
see STARchitect page XII

SIMPLE, INTRICATE AND STYLISH:
mixture, of the three

Divine
inspiration

it is expected to rise
due to other nationalities flooding the market,
again this year.
of Spanish Property
According to property expert Mark Stucklin,
the Euro was the leading
Insight, the weakness of Sterling against
cause of the drop in demand.
British demand also sta“Once the Pound stabilised at a lower level
he explained.
bilised and then began to grow again,”

Also found
inside
EVERY
printed
edition of
the main
Olive Press
newspaper
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October 2018

The Brit
architects
taking
Madrid
by storm

October 24th - November 6th 2018

SEE OUR
ADVERT

WITH RESERVATION

Asses
Preserving the old...
in
gear

CAMPAIGNERS remain sceptical
over new plans to improve the lives
of Mijas’ famous donkeys.
It comes after the town issued proposals to bring in weight limits
for
riders, while ensuring the donkeys
are free of injury and are wearing
proper saddles.
Under the plan stables must also
be up to humane standards and
donkeys must not be overworked.the
"We have to move with the times,"
said mayor Juan Carlos Maldonado.
"We are going to improve the quality
of life (right)
of thecould
donkeys
key cultural
save thiswhich,
inbuilding
turn,
Capa
Madrid, while this famous photo by
contributes
to the local economy"
SAVED: An iconic metro workshops in

www.theolivepress.es

SAVED: An iconic

Voted

SEE PAGE X

October 24th - November

6th 2018

13

October 2018

Preserving the old...

13

FREE Vol. 13 Issue 303 www.theolivepress.es
Spain looks to protect its social and
industrial past, with new laws guaranteeing
the safety of key buildings...

The Brit
architects
taking
Madrid
by storm

www.theolivepress.es

metro workshops in

Madrid, while this

famous photo by Capa

SEE PAGE X

Spain looks to protect
industrial past, with its social and
new laws guaranteeing
the safety of key buildings...

(right) could save this

key cultural building

...While a series of
architectural trendsexciting new
are making waves
Spanish interior design
in

BEST

October 2018 INSIDE

www.theolivepress.es

Property

It’s the stand alone property
magazine that has got the
coast talking...find out why with
issue 2 of our popular Property
magazine FREE inside

es
pag IX
See III &
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THE PERFECT FRAME: An indoor
cubed garden leads on to a view
new home in Sotogrande, see page
of Gibraltar at
XXVIII
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Issue 25 November 2018

expat
paper
in
Spain

STYLISH: Hip new
a new development wine shop wows visitors, while this
in La Reserva is tempting
spacious
world’s wealthiest interior of
investors

(Free or paid for)

October 24th - November 6th 2018

...Celebrating the
new
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HE Costa del Sol
demand in Spanish and Barcelona are driving up
Data from Spain’s property.
Instituto Nacional
ca shows
de Estadistithe Instituto Nacional
grew 6.8% in the that, on an annualised basis, house
de Estadistica (INE).
second quarter of
prices
Analysts suggest
price tags rising 5.7%
2018 with new-build
is being driven by a good portion of the recovery in housing
However some areas (see report page IV).
foreigners buying
Sol and in cities like
are clearly picking
homes on the Costa
slack than others,
del
with Catalunya rising up more of the It comes
And despite Brexit, Barcelona.
by just 0.7%.
as the country is
3.7% while Galicia
buyers are British, the largest number of foreign
continuing
growth after being
The data is the latest
homefollowed by the French,
among the worst impressive economic gians, Italians
confirmation of a
Germans, Beldemand for Spanish
hit countries by the
and
trend of strong 2008 crisis.
property.
The outlook for Swedes.
In 2017, the total
Spain’s housing market
remains upbeat,
14.6% to 464,423 number of home sales in Spain increased with house sales expected to
units from the previous
rise by
year, according to to reach about 550,000 transactions between 10% and 15%
TINSA, the country’s
this year, according
official valuation and
to
surveying body.

Spanish property is a
hot
commodity and that’s
not
changing anytime soon
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e
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Highest rainfall figures
in history leave hundreds
homeless, one dead and streets
destroyed

a series of exciting new
...While
Welfare
in
architectural trends are making waves

The mayor added: "The donkey
taxi
is one ofSpanish
interior
our major
tourist design
attractions and we have to combine
with the welfare of our animals.” this
However, campaigners warn that
the laws, pulled together with local
associations, could be simply ‘empty

promises’, particularly with elections coming up next year.
Campaigner Mike Frizell, from
Mijas Pueblo Animal Cruelty, warned
that such new laws were meant to
be
introduced several times in the past
years.
“We have seen the lies from the mayor over and over again,” Frizell told
the Olive Press.

...Celebrating the new
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November 21st - December 4th 2018

... B O O M

The Olive Press group launched a brand new exciting
stand alone Property Magazine in 2018, geared towards
the exciting and rapidly expanding property market, that
had ground to a halt during the recession. As well as
distributing thousands of copies to over 300 agents and
other property related businesses on the Costa del Sol, it
also appears inside every copy of the Andalucia edition,
with smaller versions appearing in Costa Blanca, Gibraltar
and Mallorca.
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visitors, while this spacious interior of
STYLISH: Hip new wine shop wowstempting world’s wealthiest investors
a new development in La Reserva is

TM

See page 55

Tel: 902 123 282
902
123 282

902 123 282

See page 37

COLLAPSE:
Only road
between
Estepona and
Forest Hills
caved in by Rio
Padron bursting
its banks
HUNDREDS were rescued,
while a fireman died, after
Malaga was battered by the
biggest ‘weather bomb’ in
Spain’s history.
Dozens

of towns were left
de Estadistica (INE).
the* Instituto
semi-submerged after hunO f f e r e nNacional
d s 3 0 / 1 1 / 1 8 . N the
v arecovery
l i d f o r inr ehousing
newal
Analysts suggest a good portion ofo t homes
are driving up
o n s . of litres of water fell in
on the Costa del s . S u b j e c t t o c o n d i t i dreds
HE Costa del Sol and Barcelona
is being driven by foreigners buying
just 12 hours over Saturday
demand in Spanish property.
Sol and in cities like Barcelona.
de EstadistiNacional
TheOlivePress-256x170-B
night and Sunday.
of foreign homeIKE-4.indd
from Spain’s Instituto
Data
1
And despite Brexit, the largest number
house prices
In Alpandeire, near Ronda, a
by the French, Germans, Belca shows that, on an annualised basis, new-build
British, followed
buyers areReliable
private hire
transfer
of 2018 with
national record was broken
and Swedes.
grew 6.8% in the second quarter
services
for any occasion
2/8/18 17:01
IV).
upbeat,
economic gians, Italians
after
the village saw 399.4 liprice tags rising 5.7% (see report page
as the country is continuing impressive by the The outlook for Spain’s housing market remains
up more of the It comes
10% and 15%
between
by
for after
•expected
rise
Spanish
Luxury
to
vehicles
being among the worst hit countries
However some areas are clearly picking3.7% while Galicia growth
sales
with house
to
Door to transactions
door servicethis year, according
slack than others, with Catalunya rising
crisis.
2008 residents
to reach about• 550,000
official valuation and surveying body.
number of home sales in Spain increased
• Airport
by just 0.7%.
of a trend of strong In 2017, the total units from the previous year, according to TINSA, the country’s collections
The data is the latest confirmation
• Weddings transport
14.6% to 464,423.co.uk
www.globelink
demand for Spanish property.
• Sightseeing

Spanish property is a hot
TRAVEL
commodity and that’s not
INSURAN
CE anytime soon
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+44 (0) 1353 699082

Continues on Page III

day trips
Restaurant shuttles

Find out more at:
www.simply-shuttles.com
tel: 951 279 117
info@simply-shuttles.com

CASHBACK ON
YOUR HOUSE

617 333 777
www.eliteglasscurtains.com

PAYBACK WHEN
YOU SELL

tres per metre square of rainfall in just 12 hours.
Estepona and the towns near
Antequera were particularly
hard hit, while the A-92 motorway was shut and a fireman was swept to his death in
Campillos.
The damage is still being assessed - expected to run into
the tens of millions - with insurance companies’ phones
ringing off the hook.
As well as substantial damage
to roads and buildings, a wall
of the historic Arabic baths in
Ronda collapsed.
At least 400 vehicles were
also destroyed.
SEE FULL STORY PAGE 3
Opinion Page 6
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SOME 14 fire bosses have
been arrested for allegedly
embezzling €7 million in
public funds.
The Policia Nacional found
that the Consortium of
Bomberos Cadiz took out
mass early retirement insurance policies.
But when their employees
retired early, chiefs siphoned
off the money from the payouts.
Authorities also found discrepancies in the consortium’s training courses.
Large sums were paid to a
company to provide training
courses, but no evidence has
been found that these courses
took place.
Meanwhile,
irregularities
were also found in grants and
subsidies, which cops believe
were used to pay for private
trips.
The irregularities date back
to 2008 and cops believe at
least €7 million has been stolen by those at the top.

Costa del Sol
hotel has three
months to
fight decision
before it is
demolished
A HOTEL is to be knocked
down for not having enough
class!

Benalmadena’s Hotel Vista
de Rey must be demolished
within three months, a court
has ruled,
Andalucia’s Superior Court
of Justice ruled that the hotel falls short of its four-star
requirement.

Probing

It began probing the three
star hotel and apartment
block in 2011 after it was denounced over planning rules
which set aside the plot for a
four star hotel only.
According to the PGOU town
plan an apartment block was
not permitted and it also
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Spain’s
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from the
dark ages
to the 21st
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Fab Frescos
page VIII

ust an hour or two from
the Costa del Sol you’ll
find a range of stunning
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historical gems for sale,
Romany going back to the
Napoman era and one where
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See page XVI

As Spain adds 11 new towns to its
‘most beautiful’ list,
we explore how their unique architectur
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Costa del Sol is cashing in on
buy-to-let boom

a

Expansion for two more years, as
market approaches growth of 17%
this winter

New home sales were up 15% to 7,971 and

resales up 17% to 43,536.

across the board in Catalunya, and Barcelona in particular with a rise of 31%.
And it was hotspots like the Costa del Sol
and Costa Blanca which
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continued to be in the top three destinations
for property investments in the world for Brits.
The only regions where sales fell were
in the Canary and Balearic Islands, the latter of which saw a significant
3% drop in the last
quarter.
Meanwhile, the Spanish house price
index published by Tinsa,
Spain’s biggest appraisal company, showed
such as Barcelona and Madrid were up 9.4% prices in the big cities
in November.
The Mediterranean coast shot up 7.8%,
and the Balearic and Canary
Islands up 2.3%.

